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What causes turbulence?

We all feel turbulence in aeroplanes. Ever

wondered why? It’s the result of a com-

plex process called laminar-turbulent tran-

sition. Understanding this process has be-

come essential for economic and safety rea-

sons. Fortunately, it can be studied via

Mathematics!

Fig 1. Turbulence in a flight [1]

Fig 2. Stages of laminar-turbulent transition process [2]

Research problem

I study the first stage of the transition process technically called ‘Receptivity’. It

turns out that innocent-looking atmospheric disturbances like acoustic noise and

density variations can interact with fluid flow and roughness of aeroplane’s wing

surface to produce detrimental turbulence-like effects. The interaction process is

explained by receptivity. My research focuses on receptivity due to entropy waves

(waves carrying density fluctuations).

Underlying Maths and Fluid Dynamics areas

I use the knowledge of Asymptotic Analysis, Complex Analysis and Partial Differen-

tial Equations from Maths. In fluid dynamics, my research needs in depth knowledge

of Boundary layers, Compressible flow, Triple deck theory and of course Receptivity.

Mathematical model

An ideal gas flow over a flat plate that is aligned with the free-stream velocity vector.

The flat plate has a roughness element (tiny elevation on the plate in the figure 3).

This is typical of an aircraft wing which also has roughness designed by the industries.

Fig 3. Problem layout [3]

The flow around the roughness has a triple deck structure as shown

in figure below.
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Fig 4. Triple deck structure [3]

Receptivity mechanism

The entropy waves are present in the upper deck of figure 4. Since

the density possess fluctuations, this in turn produces disturbances

in pressure, velocities and enthalpy as all these variables are linked

by the famous Navier-Stokes equations. It also turns out that the

pressure in upper deck gets linked with the pressure in lower deck.

The instability waves corresponding to the pressure in lower deck

are called ‘Tollmien Schlichting waves’ The amplitude of these waves

contain a term called ‘Receptivity coefficient’ which determines the

strength of the receptivity process.

My research so far

I have analysed the cases of subsonic and transonic oncoming flow

and have derived the expressions of receptivity coefficients. The

study of supersonic receptivity is in progress.
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